


 
 

 

            Report on Medical Survey & Swachh Bharat 

Date: 03-08-2018 

Place: Pedapalem 

 

K L Deemed to be University National Service Scheme conducted by Swachh Bharat 

camp on 03-08-2018 at Pedapalem village. 

On that day CSE Department all NSS volunteers was gather at indoor stadium 

at 8:45 am and we discuss about plan and divided into the group then we gather all the 

requires to camping then all NSS volunteers was want into the bus and bus was started 

at 9:15am. 

We reached the village at 10:00 am and all NSS volunteers gather at one place 

and go to three places as groups has we divided in the college and at village we select 

particular places which are not clean and some of the NSS volunteers was gather and 

that place and some of the NSS volunteers go to the other place clean that area tell 

some important precautions to village peoples to prevent misquotes and house flies 

and told some health tips for people like use anything after the clean of fruits 

vegetables etc. 

Some NSS volunteers were given an idea what problems did they face if they 

had done open door system in the village like it would pollute drinking water and the 

diseases was spread rapidly die to some insects. And some of NSS volunteers’ program 

and we started returning at 1:00pm and we reached the college at 1:20pm.



Event Photos & Press Clippings: 

Volunteers Survey on Medical problems on 03-08-2018 
 

Volunteers involving in swachh Bharat on 03-08-2018 

 

 
 

 



 

News Paper Translation: 

 

NSS Student Service Programs Tadepalli rural: NSS volunteers of KL 

University in Tadepalli Mandal organized service programs at Chirravur and 

Pedapalem on Saturday. A survey was conducted on the living conditions of 

people in Chirravur village. NSS volunteers of CSE department conducted a 

survey on sanitation management, sewerage accommodation, water tap, 

individual latrines, road facilities and other details. Similarly, in Pedapalem 

village, awareness was created from house-to-house about sanitation. On this 

occasion, NSS officer Ch.Ramaiah said that everyone should keep personal 

cleanliness as well as surroundings NSS volunteers conducting the survey They 

want to keep it clean. University Dean Dr. Habibullah Khan, Associate Dean 

Ravindranath, Krishna Mohan and others congratulated the volunteer. 
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